All Wales Virtual Study Day Programme

10.25 – Log in to Teams* for a **prompt start at 10.30 am**

10.30 – **Welcomes, introductions and overview of the day** – Tracy Livingstone, Chair and Head of Hospice Governance and Education, Nightingale House.

10.40 – **Ethical decision making**, Idris Baker (Palliative Care Consultant) (20)
  - Q & A with case-based learning discussion (20)

11.20 – **11.25 short comfort break**

11.25 – **A complex end of life case**, Dr Liz Williams (Associate Specialist Palliative Medicine) and the BCUHB East Team (20)
  - Q & A and discussion (20)

12.05 – **LUNCH BREAK** (Teams Meeting to remain open) – 40 minutes

12.45 – **Cognitive and Psychological** aspects of MND, Dr Sian Hocking (20)

1.05 - **Respiratory aspects of MND**, Alice Richards (20)
  - Q & A plus case-based learning discussion (20)

1.45 – **2 pm short comfort break**

2.00pm - **Medical MND case study** – Dr Kenneth Dawson (Consultant Neurologist) (20)
  - Q & A and case-based learning discussion (20)

2.40 - **New ways of working since Covid-19 and what we’ve learnt from this experience** - Ruth Glew (Lead MND Care Coordinator) to facilitate discussion. (35)

3.15 – **3.30 Evaluation and closing remarks** - Tracy Livingstone